EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Today’s marketplace is highly competitive and it’s critical for companies to think of
innovative new ways to streamline their operations, increase efficiencies, and
optimize productivity in order to stay ahead of the competition.
One such aspect of business that is often overlooked when attempting to achieve
greater efficiency is supply chain management. Many organizations only pay
attention to what is going on within their facilities and don’t manage the entire
chain of activities that is being completed by outside organizations to get a product
to the end user.
Social media analytics, can improve your organization’s 3rd party risk monitoring.
When you have a more efficient and stable supply chain, you can enhance your
customer satisfaction. The ripple effect of using social media to improve your supply
chain management can expand outwardly across virtually your entire organization,
which is great for business.

Without visibility of risks across the supply chain, and a good
understanding of the companies involved, it’s impossible to fully
assess the likely consequences of disruptions or target mitigation
efforts. HLBNGA use visual risk mapping, data mining and NLP
techniques, monitor near real-time data and social media and
use predictive analytics to forecast future outcome

THE CHALLENGES OF SUPPLY AND
THIRD PARTY RISK
Any company seeking to improve its supply and 3rd party risk management
capabilities need to understand not only potential risks among your direct
suppliers, but also their suppliers – those in sub-tiers 2, 3 and even further
upstream. This multiplies the size of what was already a considerable and
daunting task.
Our aim is to highlight some of the latest data analysed to assist with supply and
3rd party risk management, and in doing so provide key points of interest to
companies that are seeking to improve their capabilities in this vital discipline.

TYPES OF RISK
GEOGRAPHICAL

ADVERSE MEDIA

Natural disasters

Shortages of raw materials or components

(eg. floods, drought,
earthquakes)
Geopolitical instability
(e.g., war, terrorism)

Bankruptcy of critical supplier
Safety & quality incidents
Fraud
Corruption

LOGISTICS

GEOGRAPHICAL

Shipping/logistics

Regulatory issues (e.g., trade policy tax)

disruptions

Breach of intellectual property rights

Data security/IT incidents

Counterfeit products

Competitor analysis

GOODS & SERVICE QUALITY

CUSTOMERS VOICE

Environmental issues

Customer demand volatility

Health issues

Bankruptcy of critical customers

Dangerous Ingredients

Customer complaints

Brand Health

Service Complaints

RIPPLES CAN CAUSE MAJOR WAVES
Major disruptions during the past few years have exposed the extent to which
modern supply chains are characterised by complex and interdependent
ecosystems.

A few key questions answered automatically before engaging with a supplier
or 3rd party.

1. Any financially stability issues with the supplier?
2. Any quality and environmental issues?
3. Any adverse media issues?
4. What is your customers public voice?

REAL BENEFITS
If social media is embedded in the review process, the collective intelligence can
be used to uncover evolving trends or for better-informed decision-making.

Examples of Social Media Insight gained:
d
• Monitor your suppliers and vendors reputation
• Supply chain risk identification to uncover vulnerabilities and to mitigate risks in the supply chain
• Global regulations and compliance factors to avoid non-compliance
• Collect continuous improvement ideas and initiatives

Businesses that ignore social media forgo these opportunities and miss out on
potential business development opportunities.
Social media can be an invaluable tool for supply chain professionals looking to
identify new innovations, understand commodity and pricing trends, capture best
practices, and collaborate with stakeholders, peers, and suppliers.

IDENTIFYING AND ASSESSING
ENTIRE RISK
Building up a picture of the numerous players and potential sources of risk across
the value chain, whether on the supply or demand sides, is essential. Without good
data and great business insight, it’s impossible to adequately assess the likely
consequences of disruptions or target mitigation efforts to where they are needed
most.

Risk Visibility Across the Value Chain

Data-Driven Results
Building visual supply chain maps, analysing historical trends to predict future events,
monitoring social media posts, using real-time data to create leading rather than
lagging indicators… it’s a stark contrast to the ad-hoc and intuition-based approach
to risk management that many firms still rely on today.
Innovators in supply chain risk use our software and techniques within an
enterprise-wide “culture of data-driven decision making” that informs and shapes
their risk mitigation strategies.

CONCLUSIONS &
RECOMMENDATION
Supply and 3rd party risk management has
always been a challenging proposition, given
the many sources of potential risk. Today,
companies need to know far more about the
sub-tiers of their supply bases – who those
firms are, where their facilities are located,
and the degree to which they are dependent
on other nodes in the supply chain.

